Tom McCullough,

The east ldy. of T+3R+W was established by H. Meldrum in 1877. Then retraced in 1877 by Charles E. Branson who said that he found the old TP. corner at a dist. along the east ldy. of 16.30 north of the corner of sec. 647, however it is not clear to me whether he actually found the origin 1877 co. or the establishment determined by Samuel L. Caudle in 1880.

In 1884 H. Meldrum makes no mention of the corner (TP) which he established in 1877, but rather he describes the TP on west ldy. S. L. Caudle in 1880, and surveys 6 miles east from same.

H. Meldrum surveyed the north ldy. at the same time he surveyed the east ldy (1877)

C. E. Branson surveyed the north ldy. at the same time he retraced the east ldy.

and again I'm not sure which corners he found. (OVER)